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Cannabuzz

portlandmercury.com/cannabuzz

Your weekly source for cannabis 
news, culture, and humor. 



Oregon, please give it up for your cannabis growers.

No matter if you enjoy consuming cannabis via bong, pipe, vape, apple or joint, 
if you eat it, apply it topically, enjoy an extracted concentrate, if you produce any 
of those products, or own a dispensary where you sell them, the truth remains 
that without cannabis growers, you wouldn’t have any of those options. 

Oregon has a long standing, well deserved reputation of producing some of the 
finest cannabis in the world. Not just the U.S., the entire planet. It started back 
in the 1960s, and continues to this day. And with the roll out of legalized adult 
use sales this year, we are proving this to people from all around the globe who 
travel here to partake and enjoy the Pacific Wonderland that we call home.

Part of Oregon’s Cannabis Concierge’s mission statement is to help promote and 
brand the cannabis producers from around Oregon, both indoor and outdoor, 
while educating the public about the variety and effects of the hundreds of 
strains produced. The goal that lead to this guide and “Green Friday” was to 
create an event showcasing the sun grown crops from Southern Oregon.

We hope that you will enjoy your $20 quarter ounce, and read about all the 
farms involved. We don’t believe in the indoor vs. outdoor arguments, we 
believe in high quality, clean flower, no matter where it puts down its roots. 

Finally, we want to thank our partners - The CO2 Company, Slipstream 
Distribution, OG Analytical, Oregon Leaf, DailyLeafDeals.com, and The Portland 
Mercury (where you can read my rantings every week in “Cannabuzz: The Week 
in Cannabis News”.)

Support your local dispensary. Recreate/medicate responsibly. And please take a 
moment to thank a Cannabis farmer. That glass jar you are holding is filled with 
the beautiful fruits of their hard labor.  

              Happy Holidays,
   
              Joshua Jardine Infante 
              Founder/CEO Oregon’s Cannabis Concierge
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APPLEGATE JANE 
www.applegatejane.com

Applegate Jane is clean, conscious cannabis grown outdoors under the sun, the moon 
and the stars on Moon Mountain in the Applegate Watershed of Southern Oregon. 
Using stringent organic methods, clean well water and lots of prayer this medicine 
is intended to bless you with well-being and happiness. We focus on honouring the 
plant spirit medicine in order to bring its highest healing qualities to you knowing 
that, like you, she is more than a number. We offer our flower in bulk, packaged in 
food grade stainless steel cans with nitrogen for sustained freshness and in extracts 
and concentrates.

Strains:  Harlequin OG, Blue Shoe Sour Diesel
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F. F. F. SOUTHERN OREGON
We grow only organically with extra love, compassion, and 
respect. We build our own soil year after year to provide you 
flowers that are clean and free of contaminants. Tested and 
Passed! (Flying Colors!) Every flower is handled with care, all the 
way from our farm to you. Enjoy the benefits of our many years 
of experience. Feel the love from a cut above. WITH BONSAI 
PRECISION! YOU MAKE US VERY HAPPY! WE MAKE YOU VERY 
HAPPY! 

GENESIS PHARMS 
www.genesispharms.com

Genesis Pharms is a group of compassionate people who 
believe in the power of cannabis to help and to heal. 
Genesis Pharms has indoor and outdoor gardens where 
they grow the medicinal plants. They specialize in making  
full plant cannabis extract Rick Simpson Oil , affectionately 
referred to as RSO as well as a variety of cannabis infused 
products.
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MINDFUL EARTH 
Mindful Earth Farms is a growing collective of sun-grown 
cannabis farms united thru the implementation of biologic/
regenerative farming methods.  Born within the heart of 
the Jackson County GMO-Free movement and Southern 
Oregon Seed Savers Association, Mindful Earth fuses seed-
grown cannabis cultivation with poly-culture food forest 
horticulture and GMO-Free heirloom seed preservation. 
Our goal is to unite socially conscious investors with 
organic family farmers to reclaim food-as-medicine 
sovereignty in Southern Oregon. Mindful Earth Medicinals 
cannabis products benefit from our adherence to strict 
organic cultivation and pest management standards, 
enhanced by on-site animal husbandry & soil alchemy 
practices. In addition to our crystalline raw flower products, 
Mindful Earth Medicinals is weaving traditional Chinese, 
Ayurvedic and Western herbal preparations with specific 
cannabis strains that inspire deeper breath, intuition, and 
wisdom into focused healing and life-enhancing formulas. 
Enjoy!

Strains: Violet Avatar, Jonny’s Tonic, Ambrosia Haze, ACDC

MEDI SUN FARMS 
medisunfarms.com
facebook.com/medisunfarms
instagram.com/medisun_farms

MediSun Farms is “Sunstainably Grown Cannabis”.  
Our plants are sun grown in Southern Oregon using 
sustainable practices with a focus on biologicals and 
companion plants. We cultivate a variety of genetics from 

indicas to sativas, with cbd dominance to THC dominance. We are working with several 
concentrate companies to bring variety to the shelf. In addition to our 5 farms we have 
contract farmers who support as well. We love cannabis culture and look forward to the 
emerging possibilities to come out of the shadows and into the light!!
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SOUR “G” FARMS 
sourgfarms.com

Sour “G” Farms is located in the heart of 
the Applegate Valley, allowing 365 days 
of Greenhouse growing. We specialize in 
Greenhouse cultivation (long season), 4 

season Greenhouse deprivation, and indoor cultivation for starts. We are dedicated to a 
100% organic gardening approach w/ a full IPM system in place to ensure a holistic and  
100% organic product is produced. We exclusively use Plan “B” Organics®,  Be FriendlyTM 
soils, fertilizers, and amendments. These products comply with NOP, OMRI, and CDFA 
O.G.  We share a combined 42 years of experience cultivating flowers, and production 
of medical cannabis concentrates and medibles. This helps to ensure high quality 100% 
organic cannabis, properly cured and hand trimmed, testing at 18-26% THC, and fully 
flushed to ensure maximum terpene and cannabinoid production. Our feature strains 
include NYC Sour Diesel, Banana Kush, OG Kush and Dogshit, aka “The True Columbian 
Gold”, with many exclusive cuttings from seed.

Strains:  NYC Sour Diesel, Banana Kush, OG Kush, Dogshit aka “The True Columbian Gold”

SO.O FARM
In 1975 we relocated from Denver to Southern Oregon; 
1977 we found “our farm” - 26 acres. We cleared, 
cleaned and began planting directly in the rich red 
volcanic soil. Over the years we have amended the 
soil with our own animals manure; goat, chicken, emu, 
sheep,rabbit. Our gardens are rich in mycorrhizae, 
worms and love because we have only used organic 
products; many of which we produce. We began 

growing only female plants in 1978, and produced many of our own strains. The family 
works continually to improve our over 40 quality strains. Our children are now second 
generation farmers. Together we want to grow and improve our business. We have 
always been told that our products are the best of the best, and by us using only natural 
growing methods we feel secure that those comments will continue.

Strains:  Skywalker OG, Deadhead OG, Grandaddy Purple, Critical Hog
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SOUTHERN OREGON SENSI 
Nestled deep in the sun kissed hills of Josephine County sits 
the SOS farm. Southern Oregon Sensi is a collective of like 
minded enthusiasts with a focal point on environmental 
stewardship. We strive to provide the highest quality organic 
cannabis with the lowest environmental impact. This includes 
sourcing water, soil, nutrients and other inputs from local, 
sustainable sources.
As a consumer, the embodied energy used to bring a product 
to market is an important element when narrowing down 
ones selection. Bottled water for example has its place in the 

market, though many consumers are turned away when weighing in the extra energy, fuel, 
and material to get it in the hands of the consumer. We believe that marijuana should be 
viewed similarly.  Our raised garden beds are located on a Southern facing slope and enjoy 
full sun from dawn ‘til dusk. Our PH balanced water is supplied by an on site creek full of 
natural beneficial microbes. We solely use Oregon sourced organic fertilizers and refrain 
from pesticides.
This year, we hand selected three strains all unique in appearance and perceived effect. 
Purple Hindu Kush is a highly sought after Southern Oregon bred strain that offers a 
sedative effect and excellent flavor. The aroma of the frosty purple buds is easily identifiable 
and enjoyed. Our Sapphire is a sativa dominant hybrid. This fruity smelling strain is known 
for its ability to treat anxiety and stress. Lastly, we offer an excellent phenotype of Blue City 
Diesel. Prominent, beautiful pink and purple hairs extend late into the flowering stage and 
its scent appeals to the masses. All three of our strains are properly cured, hand trimmed 
with love and test right around 20% THC. We invite you to enjoy our flavorful and effective 
Southern Oregon Sensi.

SUNSHINE MEDICINALS 
truesunshinemedicinals.com

Sunshine Medicinals is located in Williams, the heart of sunny 
Southern Oregon.  Our farm is the result of 20 years combined 
experience in the fine art of cannabis cultivation.  We create quality 
medicine for the people and are active members of our community 
and industry.  Our passion for the cannabis plant is evident in our 

product line, and our farming style.  Our plants are encouraged to thrive in only the finest 
of nutrients and soil. Regular applications of compost tea, predatory insects, and non-
crystalline organic silicon greatly mitigate the need for pesticides and fungicides, which we 
feel is paramount for the safety of the patients.   Extra attention is paid to the drying curing 
and storing to insure the finest quality medical grade cannabis. 





100% Pure Cannabis Extract  ·  Responsibly Produced  ·  Locally Grown & Operated

The CO2 Company is a southern Oregon based extraction 
company that is dedicated to providing you with the purest and 

cleanest cannabis oil. We take the needs of the patients 
seriously, using eco-friendly growing practices and full flower 

CBD plant extractions. Our educated team of people from seed 
to science is here to serve you and the community with our 

finest and best-crafted cannabis oils.

www.theco2company.com
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SWEDEN FARM 
Hello! I’m Cindy, but my Sweden Farm name is 
MamaLou. I’m the Head Grower for The CO2 
Company’s CBD Farm, located in the beautiful 
Applegate Valley. My two sons, Kevin and 

Ryan, relocated me here from the East coast, where I spent 10 years as owner of my 
own gardening business. I love Oregon and our contributions to the cannabis world! I 
moved here after a breast cancer scare, which I am happy to say was benign. But I’m all 
the more grateful to be able to work with CBD plants. For me, it’s about the medicine 
and being able to help others relieve their suffering, ease their pain, and support their 
healing. 
Our CBD plants are grown in a full sun garden. We ONLY use organic products, and 
never any pesticides, ever. Plants need full sun, organic soil, and properly pH water to 
transport nutrients necessary for healthy growth and, of course, lots of love. My future 
goal is to make CBD products to be sold in dispensaries as well as to continue to grow, 
learn and enjoy this awesome adventure.

Strains: Harlequin OG, Blue Shoe Sour Diesel

TOKIE FARMS 
sourgfarms.com

Tokie Farms is a female owned and operated cannabis farm in 
Southern Oregon. The main focus of Tokie Farms is sustainability. 
I went to school for environmental studies at the University of 
Montana in Missoula, Montana and am extremely passionate about 
being an environmental leader in the evolving industry. We, as 

farmers, activists, business owners and consumers, are shaping and developing the rules, 
regulations and standards for this industry. Being on the forefront of this industry it is our 
obligation to begin setting industry standards that far surpass that of traditional agriculture. 
We are in a position of power, to speak for the trees, I designed my farm with their message 
in mind. The main objective of Tokie Farms is to grow beyond organic, eco-friendly cannabis. 
My goal in running and operating this farm is to be constantly evolving in a way that reduces 
my carbon footprint and increases my knowledge of permacultural practices. Tokie Farms 
is currently clean green certified, there are no grow lights used in any phase on this farm, 
all products used on the farm are 100% organic and sourced as locally as possible. Tokie 
Farms is a biodynamic living soil farm, all nutrients given to the plants are done in their raw 
form with a large emphasis on fermentation and compost tea brewing. I believe firmly in 
probiotic methods of pest and fungal management. Beneficial bugs and bacterias are the 
backbone of this farm. We need to be the change we wish to see in this world, Tokiefarms is 
a manifestation of that dream for me.



PEACOCK NATION
The Story of the Peacock Nation - Twenty years ago, a humble peacock 
received a great vision from spirit. It involved relocation to a sacred 
and spiritual land, attunement to the ever expanding universe and 
the creation of a space to produce medicinal cannabis of the highest 
vibrations! So here we are today! Living in the southern Oregon 
mountains, gardening in the great outdoors and fanning our colorful 

feathers at the moon and stars! Hyper-Organic and Biodynamic principles guide our 
gardening practices thru each and every growing cycle. Care and attention is taken 
thru each step in ensuring the medicine stays true to its highest form. The universe is 
constantly consulted in advising us what specific genetic strains might be of present and 
future use for the peoples. Natural Garden Alchemy involves the study and utilization of 
the native elements, Earth Fire Metal Water Air and Ether to achieve optimum balance 
in the garden space. This is reflected in the quality and the vibration of the medicine 
produced. For the humble peacock with the grand vision,  the native elements used are 
reflected in the colors of his dress, Green Brown Black of the earth, Gold Blue and Violet 
of the ethereal sky! This is the peacock’s approach in the Garden of Bhakti!
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BURNWELL AND FAMILY
Burnwell and Family is a premier Southern Oregon Indoor 
medicinal cannabis farm specializing in a wide array of top 
shelf strains grown in the best soil and with the highest quality 
nutrients. We are OMMP compliant and are here to provide the 
best medicine possible to our surrounding community.    We 
pride ourselves in terpene production and in having a large 
variety of strains. We look forward to sharing the love we have to 
offer with all the patients in the Oregon family!

COUNCIL CREEK CHRONIC FARM
Council Creek Chronic Farm is a small family farm located in sunny 
Southern Oregon, where we raise chickens, pigs, turkeys and of course 
Cannabis. We have over 45 years combined farming experience, and 
everything is grown organically with manures and composts generated 
on the farm, along with locally sourced OMRI approved organics. 
Our plants are given pure, fresh mountain spring water, resulting in 
smooth, effective lab tested quality medicine.
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EBB & FLOW
Ebb & Flow is a women owned and operated medical cannabis 
farm located in the mountainous Cascade region east of 
Ashland, Oregon. We are an off-grid operation relying on the 
sun for energy and gravity fed pristine spring water. Planted in 
biologically rich soil and using true organic methods, we lovingly 
nurture our ladies throughout their entire lifecycle. The end 
result shines through in potency, flavor and overall experience. 
We are very passionate about the purity of our product and 

believe this sets us apart from the average grower. We are constantly seeking out unique, 
highly medicinal, aromatic, and potent varieties of cannabis and aspire to create our own 
signature strains in the future.

Strains: Fire OG, Quantum Kush, Whitewater Kush, Tahoe Cheese

VISIONARYMEANS
VisionaryMeans.com
“The Spirit of the Plant” - We believe Cannabis, used respectfully, is a 
means to visionary experience: altered states that bring the brain’s 
frame of perception into focus and brings stressed bodies back to 
healing. As medical practitioners we know Cannabis, an ancient herb, in 
formulation with other herbs, treats many illnesses.  Whether you use 

herbs for wisdom or herbs for health, here in southern Oregon at the RockingEweRanch, 
we grow the best varietals pesticide-free by rigorous application of safe OMRI 
preventatives. Committed to environmentally sound Permaculture inspired agricultural 
methods, you get great chemical-free Cannabis. Plants grow in sundrenched organic living 
soil nurtured by a dedicated team of young farmers and knowledgeable grey-beards. We 
cycle plant nutrients on-site from pastured chickens and grass-fed sheep to regeneratively 
feed the living soil web, until populated with dynamic mycorhizal organisms that efficiently 
ferry nutrients into roots. Amendments sourced locally whenever possible.  This produces  
great bud taste, nose and perfectly matured crystalline trichombs.  

Rocking 
Ewe Farms

Medicinal 
Roots



Thank You 
TO OUR 2015 GREEN FRIDAY SPONSORS!


